The co-evolution mechanism of manufacturing and logistics is a research hotspot, but there is no good way to estimate the external stochastic disturbance factors and its nonlinear effect on environmental capacity in the existing research. To address this issue, a co-evolution population ecosystem of manufacturing and logistics is defined from the perspective of organizational ecology, and the external environmental capacity(EEC) model is established based upon logistic equation, and its stochastic influence factors are analyzed by the method of mathematical statistics. Finally, the effectiveness of the model proposed in this paper is validated through case study.
to estimate the external stochastic disturbance factors and its nonlinear effect on EEC in the existing research.
To address this issue, firstly, this paper builds the co-evolution ecosystem of the manufacturing population(MP) and logistics population(LP), and analyses the regularity of synergetic evolution of the two; Secondly, employing the Logistic equation of Verhulst(1838) , to build the co-evolution model of manufacturing and logistics; Thirdly, using the method of mathematical statistics to estimate the external stochastic disturbance factors, and put forward the method of estimating the model; Finally, according to the data of Shaanxi manufacturing and logistics, validate the validation of the model.
Co-evolution population ecosystem of manufacturing and logistics
The industrial activities of manufacturing and logistics can be analogous to the self-organization behavior of the bio-population in the ecosystem. In the process of evolution, various populations are constantly exchanging the material, energy and information with the external environment [9] , so that the structure of the population has evolved into an orderly and stable state, which shows the self-organization regularity of the great nature. Therefore, a co-evolution population ecosystem of manufacturing and logistics is defined by analogy with the self-organization evolution process of natural ecosystem, that is, in a certain area, simulating the material circulation and energy flow of the natural ecosystem, the manufacturing enterprise and the logistics enterprise as the activity unit, forming an industrial eco-economic system which has self-organization, positive and negative feedback regulation and high efficient economic activity process between enterprise and enterprise, between enterprise and external environment, as shown in Fig. 1 . From an ecological view, MP and LP are belong to the two subsystems of industrial ecosystem(IES), and they each have their own ecological attributes, and become an independent eco-subsystem. In the process of evolution, the eco-subsystem interface synergy between MP and LP is formed, and the enterprise interface synergy between manufacturing enterprise and logistics enterprise is formed. Furthermore, the more complex eco-behaviors that is the enterprise-level resource allocation between enterprise and eco-subsystems, and the market-level resource allocation among industrial system, economy and other influence factors in external environment. Therefore, under the joint action of enterprise resource allocation, market resource allocation and interface synergy, the co-evolution population ecosystem of manufacturing and logistics shows from disorder to orderly self-organization process, and the each eco-subsystem shows mutually synergy result.
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Co-evolution model of manufacturing and logistics based on Logistic equation
The essence of co-evolution of manufacturing and logistics is the result of the synergy between the two mechanisms, the market-level resource allocation and the enterprise-level resource allocation. The expansion of the market and the increase of the enterprise's own resources will make the environmental capacity expand, thus forcing MP and LP to evolve in the direction of mutually beneficial symbiosis. In this study, the influence driven by the external environment changes can be simplified to two scenarios: the first is the influence of the market on the efficiency of resource allocation, which makes the change of the external stochastic disturbance factors of the environment capacity influence the changes of the industrial population scale; The second is the transfer of enterprise resource allocation within the eco-system, which makes the change of the existing industrial population scale caused by the emerging industrial population into IES. From Fig.1 , It's not hard to find that the co-evolution population ecosystem of manufacturing and logistics must be influenced by the random disturbance factors in the outside system, in this, we mainly considers two points, one is by the influence of industrial system and the policy random disturbance factors, due to the guidance of the system and policy forcing the rapid development of manufacturing and logistics, which promotes the change of internal organization structure and the transformation and upgrading of industrial structure; another is by the influence of the industrial economy random disturbance factor, which is reflected in the output value of the economy. Therefore, the synergy between MP and LP is regarded as an expansion of the environmental capacity of existing population system, thus promoting the change of population growth rate. Based on the above hypothesis, the dynamics model of co-evolution population ecosystem of manufacturing and logistics driven by the external environment capacity is built by expanding the environmental capacity parameters of the Logistic equation, as follows:
where,
are the population density of the manufacturing and logistics respectively; 
, as shown in Fig. 2 . 
. Therefore, the slope of a line is 
The iterative formula of the EEC can be obtained by (3), as follows:
  (4) and (5) .
Analysis of examples
This study chooses Shaanxi Province as the research object to estimate the environment capacity of co-evolution population ecosystem of manufacturing and logistics. Data originates from the "China Statistic Yearbook"[20], "Shaanxi Statistic Yearbook" [22] , and "China Tertiary Industry 
The varying rate of EEC varies between manufacturing and logistics, as following: the change rate of EEC of manufacturing is quadratic function, in which, the synergy performance is positive effect(3.068) from logistics, and the industrial system environment performance is shown as short-term positive effect, there is a maximum value. However, the change rate of EEC of logistics is characterized by linear function, and synergy performance is negative effect(-1.572), and the performance of industrial system environment and the synergy of manufacturing are not obvious.
Conclusions
The regularity of co-evolution of manufacturing and logistics originates from the refinement of social division of labor and the integration of industry. The logistics separates from the manufacturing embodies the process of co-evolution of internal manufacturing system. The logistics is independent from the manufacturing as a new industry system, which embodies the co-evolution process between industries. The essence of these two kinds of co-evolution is the interaction mechanism between enterprise-level and market-level on allocation of resources. In the process of evolution, the formation of dynamic feedback mechanism between the organizational population and the outside environment, the system internal synergy forces, the external environment random stochastic disturbance factors, make the system from disorderly to orderly self-organization ecological process.
Owing to the dual role between policy system delays and the economic development needs, result in different environmental capacity of the co-evolution for manufacturing and the logistics, which shows that the strength of industrial activity is closely related to policy system and economic environment, and can have a significant impact on industrial environment capacity evolution on important policy nodes. The research expands the relationship between manufacturing and logistics, and provides a reference for research on the mechanism of synergy between industrial systems, and on the relationship between industrial evolution and environmental impacts.
